
Section Integrating

How Machines Do Work

Reading Preview
Key Concepts
• How do machines make work

easier?

• What is a machine's mechanical
advantage?

• How can you calculate the
efficiency of a machine?

Key Terms
• machine • input force
• output force • input work
• output work
• mechanical advantage
• efficiency

Target Reading Skill
Identifying Main Ideas As you
read the What Is a Machine? section,
write the main idea in a graphic
organizer like the one below. Then
write three supporting details.

Main Idea

The mechanical advantage of a
machine helps by ..

Detail Detail Detail

FIGURE 6

Using Machines

Discover Activity
zone

Is It a Machine?
1. Examine the objects that your teacher gives you.

2. Sort the objects into those that are machines and those that
are not machines.

3. Determine how each object that you

classified as a machine functions.

Explain each object to another

student.

Think It Over
Forming Operational Definitions Why

did you decide certain objects were

machines while other objects were not?

A load of soil for your school garden has been dumped

10 meters from the garden. How can you move the soil easily

and quickly? You could move the soil by handfuls, but that

would take a long time. Using a shovel would make the job

easier. If you had a wheelbarrow, that would make the job eas.

ier still! But be careful what you think. Using a machine may

make work go faster, but it doesn't mean you do less work.

'5

Shovels and rakes make the
work of these students easier.
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what Is a Machine?

5bovels and wheelbarrows are two examples of machines. A
chine is a device that allows you to do work in a way that is

You may think of machines as complex gadgets with
•fier.
otors, but a machine can be quite simple. For example, think
ut using a shovel. A shovel makes the work of moving soil

:jsier, so a shovel is 

of 

a 

soil 

machine.

will involve the same amount of workMoving a pile 

you use your hands or a shovel. What a shovel or any
ther machine does is change the way in which work is done. A
chine makes work easier by changing at least one of three

1113

fgctors. A machine may change the amount of force you exert,
distance over which you exert your force, or the direction in

the your force. In other words, a machine makeshich you exert 

easier by changing either force, distance, or direction.

Input and Output Forces When you use a machine to do
you exert a force over some distance. For example, you

a force on the shovel when you use it to lift soil. The force

exert on the machine is called the input force. The input

force moves the machine a certain distance, called the input

distance. The machine does work by exerting a force over

another distance, called the output distance. The

force the machine exerts on an object is called the

output force.

Input and Output Work The input force

times the input distance is called the

inputwork. The output force times the out-

put distance is called the output work. When

pu use a machine, the amount of output

work can never be greater than the amount

ofinput work.

Output Work
The shovel exerts an

output force over an

output distance.

FIGURE 7

Input and Output Work

The output work done by
the shovel can never be

greater than the input
work done by the
gardener.
Inferring When are you
doing more work—using

a shovel or using your
hands?

Input Work
The gardener exerts
an input force over
an input distance.
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Going Up
Does a rope simply turn your
force upside down? Find out!

1. Tie a piece of
string about
50 cm long to an
object, such as an
empty cooking
pot. Make a small
loop on the other
end of the string.

2. Using a spring
scale, slowly lift
the pot 20 cm.
Note the reading
on the scale.

3. Now loop the string over a
pencil and pull down on
the spring scale to lift the
pot 20 cm. Note the
reading on the scale.

Developing Hypotheses
How did the readings on the
spring scale compare? If the
readings were different,
suggest a reason why. What
might be an advantage to
using this system?
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Changing Force In some machines, the output force
greater than the input force. How can this happen? 

Recall is
formula for work: Work = Force >< Distance. If the amount
work stays the same, a decrease in force must mean an incre
in distance. So if a machine allows you to use less input f

do the same amount of work, you must apply that input f
over a greater distance.

What kind of machine allows you to exert a smaller inpu
force? Think about a ramp. Suppose you have to lift a h t

box onto a stage. Instead of lifting the box, you could pusp
up a ramp. Because the length of the ramp is greater than th

it

height of the stage, you exert your input force over a greater

distance. However, when you use the ramp, the work is easier

because you can exert a smaller input force. The faucet knob
in

Figure 8 changes force in the same way.

Changing Distance In some machines, the output force is

less than the input force. Why would you want to use a machine

like this? This kind of machine allows you to exert your input

force over a shorter distance. In order to apply a force over a

shorter distance, you need to apply a greater input force.

When do you use this kind of machine? Think about taking

a shot with a hockey stick. You move your hands a short dis-

tance, but the other end of the stick moves a greater distance to

hit the puck. When you use chopsticks to eat your food, you

move the hand holding the chopsticks a short distance. The

other end of the chopsticks moves a greater distance, allowing

you to pick up and eat food. When you ride a bicycle in high
gear, you apply a force to the pedals over a short distance. The

bicycle, meanwhile, travels a much longer distance.

Changing Direction Some machines don't change either
force or distance. What could be the advantage of these
machines? Well, think about a weight machine. You could
stand and lift the weights. But it is much easier to sit on the
machine and pull down than to lift up. By running a steel cable
over a small wheel at the top of the machine, as shown in
Figure 8, you can raise the weights by pulling down on the
cable. This cable system is a machine that makes your job eas-
ier by changing the direction in which you exert your force.

How does the cable system on a weight machine
make raising the weights easier?



f'JRkEi8ng Work Easier
easierwork 

Input force

Output
force

Input
istance

Output
distance

Input Output

direction direction

When a machine increases force, you must exert the
input force over a greater distance.

Input Work Output Work

{Machine
increases

Small Large
input x input
force distance

Large Small

output x output

force distance

When a machine increases distance, you must apply a

greater input force.

Input Work Output Work

Machine
increasesdistancef

Large Small

input x input
force distance

Small Large

output x output

force distance

When a machine changes the direction of the input

force, the amount of force and the distance remain

the same.

Input Work Output Work

achine
changes
direct-

Small Large Large
input x input output x
force distance distance

Small
output
force
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Mechanical Advantage

Without the mechanical

advantage of the can
opener. opening the can

would be verv difficult.

Mechanical Advantage
If you compare the input force to the output force, you can find

the advantage of using a machine. A machine's mechanicd

advantage is the number of times a machine increases a force

exerted on it. Finding the ratio of output force to input force

gives you the mechanical advantage of a machine.

Output force
Mechanical advantage Input force

Increasing Force When the output force is greater than the

input force, the mechanical advantage of a machine is greater

than l. Suppose you exert an input force of 10 newtons on a

hand-held can opener, and the opener exerts an output force of

30 newtons on a can. The mechanical advantage of the can

opener is

Output force 30 N

Input force ION

The can opener triples your input force!

Increasing Distance For a machine that increases distance,

the output force is less than the input force. So in this case, the

mechanical advantage is less than I. For example, suppose

your input force is 20 newtons and the machine's output force

is 10 newtons. The mechanical advantage is

Output force ION
Input force 20 N

The output force of the machine is half your input force, but

the machine exerts that force over a longer distance.
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Mechaniccl 
Advantage Mechanlca/ Advantages of Ramps

The input force and output force for three

different 
ramps are shown 

What variable 

in the graph.

is plotted on
Reading 

Graphs

the horizontal axis?

2 Interpreting Data If an 80-N input force is

exerted on Ramp 2, what is the output force?

3. Interpreting Data Find the slope of the line

for each ramp.

4. Drawing Conclusions Why does the slope

represent each ramp's mechanical

advantage? Which ramp has the greatest

mechanical advantage?
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Changing Direction What can you predict about the

mechanical advantage of a machine that changes the direction

ofthe force? If only the direction changes, the input force will

be the same as the output force. The mechanical advantage will

always be 1.

Efficiency of Machines
So far, you have learned that the work you put into a machine

is exactly equal to the work done by the machine. In an ideal

situation, this equation is true. In real situations, however, the

output work is always less than the input work.

Friction and Efficiency If you have ever tried to cut some-
thing with scissors that barely open and close, you know that a
large part of your work is wasted overcoming the tightness, or
friction, between the parts of the scissors.

In every machine, some work is wasted overcoming the
force of friction. The less friction there is, the closer the output
work is to the input work. The efficiency of a machine com-
pares the output work to the input work. Efficiency is
expressed as a percent. The higher the percent, the more effi-
cient the machine is. If you know the input work and output
work for a machine, you can calculate a machine's efficiency.

Reading 'i Why is output work always less than input work inCheckpoint real situations?

Ra p

R ml
Ra p

20 40 60 80 100

Input Force (N)

FIGURE 10
Efficiency
A rusty pair of shears is less efficient
than a new pair of shears.
Applying Concepts What force
reduces the efficiency of the shears?
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Math
Practice

1. Calculating Efficiency You
do 20 J of work while using
a hammer. The hammer does
18 J of work on a nail. What
is the efficiency of the
hammer?

2. Calculating Efficiency
Suppose you left your lawn
mower outdoors all winter.
Now it's rusty. Of your
250,000 J of work, only
100,000 J go to cutting the
lawn. What is the efficiency
of the lawn mower now?
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Calculating Efficiency To calculate the efficien

machine, divide the output work by the input
multiply the result by 100 percent. This is SUmmarized

following formula.

Output work
Efficiency work

x 100%
Input 

If the tight scissors described above have an 
efficien

60%, only a little more than half of the work you do
cutting the paper. The rest is wasted overcoming the friction

goes 
i

Måth

Calwlating Efficiency
You do 250,000 J of work to cut a lawn with a hand mower. Ifthe
work done by the mower is 200,000 J, what is the efficiency of
the lawn mower?

Read and Understand.
What information are you given?

Input work (W input) = 250,000 J

Output work (W ) = 200,000 Joutput

Plan and Solve
What quantity are you trying to calculate?

The efficiency of the lawn mower =

What formula contains the given quantities and the
unknown quantity?

Efficiency
Output work

x 100 0/0Input work

Perform the calculation.

Efficiency = 200 000 J
x 100 0/0

250,000 J

Efficiency = 0.8 x 100% =

The e"iciency of the lawn mower is 80%.

Look Back and Check
Does your answer make sense?

An efficiency of 80% means that 80 out of every IOOJ of
work went into cutting the lawn. This answer makes
sense because most of the input work is converted to
output work.
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An Ideal Machine?

The balls of this Newton's cradle may swing
for long time, but friction will eventually
bring them to rest.

8eal and 
vsith 

ideal 
an 

Machines 

efficiency of 

If 

100%, 

you 

it 

could 

would 
find

bechine 

ideal machine. Unfortunately, such a machine

not exist. In all machines, some work is

Sted due to friction. Even the balls in Figure Il

ill eventually come to rest. All machines have an

effciency of less than 100%. The machines you

use every day, such as scissors, screwdrivers, and

rakes, lose some work due to friction.

A machine's ideal mechanical advantage is
its mechanical advantage with 100% efficiency.

However, if you measure a machine's input
force and output force, you will find the effi-
ciency is always less than 100%. A machine's
measured mechanical advantage is called actual
mechanical advantage.

J Checkpoint 
Reading

/
What 
mechanical 

is a machine's 
advantage?

ideal

Section 2) Assessment

@Target Reading Skill
Identifying Main Ideas Use your graphic
organizer to help you answer Question I below.

Reviewing Key Concepts
1. a. Defining What is a machine?

b. Describing In what three ways can machines
make work easier?

c. Applying Concepts How does a screwdriver
make work easier?

2. a. Reviewing What is the mechanical
advantage of a machine?

b. Making Generalizations What is the
mechanical advantage of a machine that
changes only the direction of the applied force?

c. Calculating If a machine has an input force
of 40 N and an output force of 80 N, what is
its mechanical advantage?

3. a. Reviewing What must you know in order to
calculate a machine's efficiency?

b. Explaining What is an ideal machine?
c. Comparing and Contrasting How is a real

machine like an ideal machine, and how is it
different?

Math
practice

4. Calculating Efficiency The input work you
do on a can opener is 12 J. The output
work the can opener does is 6 J. What is
the efficiency of the can opener?

5. Calculating Efficiency Suppose the
efficiency of a manual pencil sharpener is
58%. If the output work needed to sharpen
a pencil is 4.8 J, how much input work must
you do to sharpen the pencil?
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